Corporate Overview
UNDERSTAND. LEVERAGE. MANAGE. SECURE.
Our Services

Information Insights, an IBM Premier Business Partner, is a software solutions provider

— Enterprise Data Security

focused on helping companies improve enterprise data management. With

— Privileged User and

domain expertise in the areas of data security, data privacy and data lifecycle

Sensitive Data Monitoring

management, our team has the skills and experience required to help clients drive

— Data Encryption

cost reduction and risk mitigation in their enterprise application portfolios. Focused

— Data Privacy

primarily on IBM's Information Integration and Governance strategy including

— Health Checks
— Guardium Activity
Monitoring

InfoSphere Optim Data Lifecycle Management and Data Privacy, InfoSphere
Guardium Database Activity Monitoring and Data Encryption, Information Insights
is your source for enterprise data management security and optimization.

— Guardium Data
Encryption
— Managed Services

IBM InfoSphere Optim
Enterprise applications and databases don’t just help run your business - they are

— Guardium Database

your business. And every year, they grow in size and complexity - making them

Activity Monitoring

harder to manage with service level agreement requirements and increased

— Guardium Data
Encryption

maintenance costs. The result? You are exposed to legal liability as you attempt to
protect data privacy and security. Read More

— IBM Authorized Training
— InfoSphere Guardium

IBM InfoSphere Guardium

— InfoSphere Optim

IBM InfoSphere Guardium provides the most robust solution for assuring the privacy
and integrity of trusted information in your datacenter — also reducing costs by
automating the compliance auditing process. Guardium provides organizations a
way to effectively address all aspects of real-time data security and the compliance
life cycle.
IBM InfoSphere Guardium Data Encryption provides encryption capabilities to help
you safeguard structured and unstructured data and comply with industry and
regulatory requirements. Guardium performs encryption and decryption operations
with minimal performance impact and requires no changes to databases,
applications or networks.
Vormetric Data Encryption
Vormetric Encryption allows enterprises to encrypt sensitive data on servers, control
access to the encrypted data, and then to report on who is accessing that
information. Vormetric Encryption supports all of the major platforms – Linux, Unix,
Windows – and can be used in physical, virtual and cloud environments. This
enterprise data encryption solution protects both structured and unstructured data
with integrated data encryption, encryption key management and a common
infrastructure environment.

For more information on Information Insights, contact us at 678.458.0065
or visit our website at www.infoinsightsllc.com.

